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Textbook of Epilepsy Surgery

2008-07-11

textbook of epilepsy surgery covers all of the latest advances in the surgical management of epilepsy the book provides a thorough understanding of
epileptogenic mechanisms in etiologically different types of epilepsy and explains neuronavigation systems it discusses new neuroimaging techniques new
surgical strategies and more aggressive surgic

Epilepsy Surgery

2001-01-01

the thoroughly revised and updated second edition of this landmark work is the most comprehensive and current reference on the surgical treatment of
the epilepsies more than 100 invited experts from around the world present a global view of contemporary approaches to presurgical evaluation
surgical treatment and postsurgical assessment this edition provides detailed information on the vital role of structural and functional neuroimaging
in presurgical evaluation and surgical planning noted experts offer up to date patient selection guidelines and explain current concepts of
intractability the book details the most effective surgical techniques presents extensive data on surgical outcome and discusses strategies for
preventing and managing complications more than 500 illustrations complement the text an appendix section includes protocols and outcome
statistics from over 50 leading epilepsy surgery centers

Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery

2016-11-01

this book provides a comprehensive rigorous review of the long term outcome literature in epilepsy surgery in both adults and children each chapter
examines the long term outcome literature in a separate domain covering seizure control social vocational educational and psychiatric outcomes
behavior and cognition are also discussed the clinical predictors of good and bad outcomes in each domain are described and the gaps in current
knowledge are highlighted separate chapters examine the methodological challenges associated with long term outcome studies and the special
considerations associated with informed consent in this population long term outcomes of epilepsy surgery in adults and children is essential reading
for all members of multidisciplinary epilepsy surgery teams including neurosurgeons neurologists and neuropsychologists it will enable these teams to
counsel patients and parents who are considering epilepsy surgery as a therapeutic option
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Epilepsy Surgery: A Practical Case-Based Approach

2015-05-25

the contributions in this volume cover recent advances and changing concepts on diagnosis and treatment of resistant epilepsy in children topics
treated are new insights on mechanisms of epileptogenesis in developing brain multimodality imaging in pediatric intractable epilepsy pediatric intractable
epilepsy syndromes pediatric temporal lobe epilepsy surgery critical review of palliative surgical techniques for intractable epilepsy treatment
modalities for intractable epilepsy in hypothalamic hamartomas contemporary management of epilepsy in tuberous sclerosis

Long-Term Outcomes of Epilepsy Surgery in Adults and Children

2012-12-20

the definitive guide to surgical management of epilepsy in pediatric patients this fully revised and updated second edition of pediatric epilepsy surgery
edited by internationally renowned pediatric neurosurgeons and epilepsy surgery experts o�uz �ataltepe and george jallo fills a void in the literature
encompassing the full spectrum of topics related to the surgical treatment of intractable epilepsy and seizures in children the prodigiously illustrated
book and its accompanying videos feature contributions from distinguished specialists in several different countries across a wide range of disciplines
from epidemiology genetics pathology preoperative electrophysiological assessment and neuroimaging to state of the art surgical approaches this
remarkable resource covers the full depth and breadth of surgical management of pediatric epilepsy topics include awake anesthesia intracranial
stimulation and mapping techniques temporal and extratemporal epilepsy surgery techniques insular multilobar and hemispheric surgery approaches and
diverse disconnection neuromodulation and ablative procedures insights are provided on postoperative issues including seizure control
neuropsychological and psychosocial outcomes surgical failure and re operation and much more key features a review of topographic anatomy of the
cerebral cortex and white matter with numerous illustrations provides enhanced understanding of eloquent anatomy discussion of cutting edge
techniques such as stereo electroencephalography multi modality imaging and tractography endoscopic and laser ablation approaches in hypothalamic
hamartomas peri insular quadrantotomy and various hemispherotomy approaches overview of common cortical stimulation and mapping techniques
including magnetic and electrical stimulation modalities functional mri and the wada test 13 videos demonstrate seizure semiology stimulation awake
surgery hemispherotomy amygdalohippocampectomy and endoscopic corpus callosotomy this state of the art resource is a must have for epilepsy
surgeons and epileptologists it will also greatly benefit neurosurgeons neurologists clinical neuropsychologists electrophysiologists
neuroradiologists residents fellows and medical students involved in the assessment and surgical management of epilepsy in pediatric patients

Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery

2019-09-05

in this issue of neurosurgery clinics guest editors drs jimmy yang and r mark richardson bring their considerable expertise to the topic of epilepsy surgery
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paradigm shifts top experts in the field explore the underutilization of epilepsy surgery as a public health crisis and recent paradigm shifts in how
epilepsy surgery is conceptualized that may help bring significant improvement to greater numbers of people with drug resistant epilepsy contains 16
relevant practice oriented topics including pediatric neurostimulation and practice evolution brain stimulation in pediatric generalized epilepsy imaging
and seeg functional networks to guide epilepsy surgery sensing enabled deep brain stimulation in epilepsy thalamic stimulation to prevent impaired
consciousness gene therapy for epilepsy and more provides in depth clinical reviews on paradigm shifts in epilepsy surgery offering actionable insights for
clinical practice presents the latest information on this timely focused topic under the leadership of experienced editors in the field authors synthesize
and distill the latest research and practice guidelines to create clinically significant topic based reviews

Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery

2023-11-27

this book consists of the proceedings of a concensus conference on surgery in epilepsy and includes discussions of patient selection evaluation surgical
techniques and assessment of outcome the conclusions of the concensus panel are presented the volume is excellent in its concise presentations of the
current state of knowledge in depth discussions of methodological issues and clear conclusions of the concensus panel

Epilepsy Surgery: Paradigm Shifts, An Issue of Neurosurgery Clinics of North America, E-Book

1992

a seizure is a sudden uncontrolled electrical activity between the brain s nerve cells it can lead to changes in behavior feelings and in levels of
consciousness muscle control etc epilepsy surgery is a surgical method concerned with the treatment of the brain it is used to remove the part of the
brain where seizures take place there are several types of epilepsy surgeries and factors such as the site of the neurons that start the seizure and the
age of the patient determine the type of surgery that should be performed resective surgery is the most common type of epilepsy surgical method it
involves the removal of a small portion of the brain it is often performed in an area that controls language comprehension visual memory and emotions
known as temporal lobe corpus callosotomy is another type of epilepsy surgery that involves complete or partial removal of the corpus callosum
this book is compiled in such a manner that it will provide in depth knowledge about epilepsy surgery it will serve as a valuable source of reference for
neurosurgery students

Surgical Treatment of Epilepsy

2023-09-26

the definitive guide to surgical management of epilepsy in pediatric patients this fully revised and updated second edition of pediatric epilepsy surgery
edited by internationally renowned pediatric neurosurgeons and epilepsy surgery experts o�uz �ataltepe and george jallo fills a void in the literature
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encompassing the full spectrum of topics related to the surgical treatment of intractable epilepsy and seizures in children the prodigiously illustrated
book and its accompanying videos feature contributions from distinguished specialists in several different countries across a wide range of disciplines
from epidemiology genetics pathology preoperative electrophysiological assessment and neuroimaging to state of the art surgical approaches this
remarkable resource covers the full depth and breadth of surgical management of pediatric epilepsy topics include awake anesthesia intracranial
stimulation and mapping techniques temporal and extratemporal epilepsy surgery techniques insular multilobar and hemispheric surgery approaches and
diverse disconnection neuromodulation and ablative procedures insights are provided on postoperative issues including seizure control
neuropsychological and psychosocial outcomes surgical failure and re operation and much more key features a review of topographic anatomy of the
cerebral cortex and white matter with numerous illustrations provides enhanced understanding of eloquent anatomy discussion of cutting edge
techniques such as stereo electroencephalography multi modality imaging and tractography endoscopic and laser ablation approaches in hypothalamic
hamartomas peri insular quadrantotomy and various hemispherotomy approaches overview of common cortical stimulation and mapping techniques
including magnetic and electrical stimulation modalities functional mri and the wada test 13 videos demonstrate seizure semiology stimulation awake
surgery hemispherotomy amygdalohippocampectomy and endoscopic corpus callosotomy this state of the art resource is a must have for epilepsy
surgeons and epileptologists it will also greatly benefit neurosurgeons neurologists clinical neuropsychologists electrophysiologists
neuroradiologists residents fellows and medical students involved in the assessment and surgical management of epilepsy in pediatric patients

Epilepsy Surgery: An Issue of Neurosurgery Clinics

2019-09-05

this collection of epilepsy surgical cases illustrates patients with straightforward and challenging pharmacoresistant epilepsy these cases convey
the advancements investigative strategies past and modern surgical tools and sophisticated state of the art of epilepsy surgery and its disciplines this
textbook is organized into four major sections that parallel the contemporary fda approved and clinically applicable approaches resective surgery
disconnection procedures laser therapy and neuromodulation the chapters provide a case based interactive and multidisciplinary integrative approach
to pre operative evaluation data analysis and surgical decision making in addition we present alternative approaches to certain diagnostic tools
decision making strategies and surgical interventions this textbook will provide trainees and clinicians with an exhaustive understanding of epilepsy
surgery moreover it will be an invaluable resource for preparation for the epilepsy board examination

Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery

2023-11-10

surgery offers a highly efficient treatment option for patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsies while most surgical procedures aim at curative
treatment others have been designed for palliative purposes although standardized procedures are available surgical techniques actually applied vary
greatly however to date no comprehensive overview on different methods is available the book by zentner and seeger compensates for these
shortcomings it comprises the wide spectrum of current procedures and provides a thorough description of surgical steps moreover detailed information
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as to results and complications of different procedures is given thus this book not only contains practical instructions for neurosurgeons but also
enables neurologists and epileptologists to understand possibilities and limitations of epilepsy surgery and facilitates adequate consultation of
patients and relatives

Epilepsy Surgery: A Practical Case-Based Approach

2009-12-15

written by internationally recognized authorities in pediatric epilepsy surgery this cutting edge book provides essential information about the
preoperative assessment of and surgical approaches to the treatment of epilepsy in children the book opens with an overview of pediatric epilepsy
followed by four main sections detailing preoperative assessment surgical approaches and techniques outcomes and recent promising advances the
authors present numerous approaches for managing temporal lobe epilepsy and extratemporal lobe epilepsy and guide clinicians through various
surgical techniques for hemispherectomy disconnection procedures neuromodulation and more highlights complete coverage of the selection of surgical
candidates including young patients with congenital or early lesions detailed discussion of the latest surgical techniques such as hippocampal
transection cortical and deep brain stimulation and radiosurgery comprehensive presentation of all major hemispherectomy and hemispherotomy
techniques more than 100 illustrations including 85 in full color to elucidate key concepts ideal for pediatric neurosurgeons epilepsy surgeons and
pediatric epileptologists this authoritative text is also a valuable reference for clinicians residents and fellows in neurology neuroradiology
neuropsychology and neurophysiology with an interest in pediatric epilepsy surgery

Surgical Treatment of Epilepsy

2011-01-01

this book fills the gap between the increasing demand for epilepsy surgical experience and limited training facilities in this area it comprehensively describes
surgical techniques including tricks and pitfalls based on the author s 30 years of experience providing optimal and effective training for young
neurosurgeons by avoiding learning by trial and error moreover it also includes useful information for epileptologists and other professionals
involved in the epilepsy surgical program to allow them to gain a better understanding of possibilities and limitations of epilepsy surgery

Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery

2020-10-20

all about diagnostic and prognostic tools available as well as epilepsy surgery patients with refractory extratemporal lobe epilepsy particularly
those in whom imaging examinations did not reveal any brain lesions have a less positive prognosis after surgery than those with mesial temporal lobe
epilepsy the semiology of seizures the functional imaging techniques neuropsychological evaluation and intracranial eeg are used to select surgical
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patients moreover a large number of centres have experimented with new methods for identifying the epileptogenic area in these patients written by
international experts who attended the cleveland colloquium it will be all the more useful to neurologists neurosurgeons and epileptologists as no
other work until now has focused on this subject contents section i semiology of extratemporal lobe epilepsy section ii non inasive neurophysiology of
extratemporal lobe epilepsies section iii neuroimaging of extratemporal lobe epilepsies section iv invasive evaluation of extratemporal lobe epilepsies
section v surgery and outcome of extratemporal lobe epilepsies

Surgical Treatment of Epilepsies

2011

this book is a printed edition of the special issue diagnosis and surgical treatment of epilepsy that was published in brain sciences

Extratemporal lobe epilepsy surgery

2019-01-09

washington d c and at the columbia university new york in 1967 and 1968 he worked as a gen eral surgeon at the 1st surgical department of the
vienna medical school with professor fuchsig at the max planck institute in munich he worked in the years 1968 to 1969 as a neuropathologist in the
year 1969 till 1972 back at the department of neurosurgery in vienna he served as a general neurosurgeon and one of his main goals was pediatric
neurosurgery in au gust 1972 he moved to kiel to work with professor jensen at the neurosurgical university hospital he had to graduate one more
time in germany and he did this with ultrasound tomography in neurosurgery together with the department of pediatrics he started to build the pediatric
neurosurgical department at this time he started his research on pineal midbrain and brainstem surgery in september 1976 he started at the ostsee clinic
damp in schleswig holstein to build a neurosurgical department that opened its gates on 1977 and he became the first chairman on on september 30th
2002 professor gerhard pendl april 1 1978 he went back to vienna as the vice m d retires from his chairmanship at the department chairman of the
department of neurosurgery at the of neurosurgery at the university hospital in graz university hospital in vienna under professor koos shortly after
his birth on july 10 1934 in linz and in 1980 he got his ph d

Diagnosis and Surgical Treatment of Epilepsy

2012-12-06

an indispensable single volume resource on state of the art epilepsy procedures from renowned international experts epilepsy is a common neurological
disorder affecting an estimated 1 of the population about 20 to 30 of which experience seizures inadequately controlled by medical therapy alone
advances in anatomic and functional imaging modalities stereotaxy and the integration of neuronavigation during surgery have led to cutting edge
treatment options for patients with medically refractory epilepsy operative techniques in epilepsy surgery second edition by gordon baltuch arthur
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cukiert and an impressive international group of contributors has been updated and expanded reflecting the newest treatments for pediatric and adult
epilepsy seven sections with 30 chapters encompass surgical planning invasive eeg studies cortical resection intraoperative mapping disconnection
neuromodulation and further topics twelve cortical resection chapters cover surgical approaches such as amygdalohippocampectomy hippocampal
transection frontal lobe central region and posterior quadrant resections and microsurgery versus endoscopy for hypothalamic hamartomas
disconnection procedures discussed in section five include corpus callosotomy hemispherectomy and endoscopic assisted approaches well established
procedures such as vagus nerve and deep brain stimulation are covered in the neuromodulation section while the last section discusses radiosurgery for
medically intractable cases key highlights chapters new to this edition include endoscopic callosotomy laser induced thermal therapy litt and focused
ultrasound high quality illustrations superb operative and cadaver photographs radiologic images and tables enhance understanding of impacted
anatomy and specific techniques the addition of videos provides insightful step by step procedural guidance this is an essential reference for fellows and
residents interested in epilepsy and functional neurosurgery and an ideal overview for neurosurgeons neurologists and neuroradiologists in early career
stages who wish to pursue this subspecialty

Advances in Epilepsy Surgery and Radiosurgery

2019-11-07

comprehensive refernce covering all aspects of epilepsy surgery contributions from 31 prominent international neurologists and neurosurgeons

Operative Techniques in Epilepsy Surgery

1994

this issue of neurosurgery clinics guest edited by dr r mark richardson and dr vasileios kokkinos will focus on epilepsy surgery the network approach
this issue is one of four selected each year by our series consulting editors dr russell r lonser and dr daniel k resnick topics discussed in this issue will
include history of the network approach in epilepsy surgery networks in temporal lobe epilepsy networks in frontal lobe epilepsy networks in parietal
and occipital lobe epilepsy structures facilitating epileptogenic network formation extracranial interictal and ictal eeg in seeg planning ictal
semiology as a tool for seeg planning the significance of mri lesions in seeg planning functional networks in epilepsy presurgical evaluation automation
advances in seeg planning interpretation of the intracranial seeg signal electrical cortical stimulation epileptogenic index modeling the epileptogenic
network machine learning in epilepsy surgery evaluations neuromodulation of epilepsy networks and decision making in epilepsy surgery

The Surgical Management of Epilepsy

2020-07-28

his unique book uses actual cases to illuminate the work up and surgical management of the medically intractable epileptic patient clinical cases cover
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epilepsy surgery from both anatomical presentation and precipitating condition a separate section provides insightful expert perspectives on important
controversies in the field features varied yet structured case study format insightful commentary on each case covers both commonly encountered and
rare conditions addresses current controversies in the fiel

Epilepsy Surgery: The Network Approach, An Issue of Neurosurgery Clinics of North America, E-Book

2002

topic editor prof jorge alvaro gonzalez martinez has received a consulting grant from zimmer biomet prof st�phan chabard�s has also worked as a
consultant for zimmer biomet prof chauvel has declared no competing interests with regards to the research topic subject

Epilepsy Surgery

2022-02-09

in this issue of neurosurgery clinics drs chang and barbaro provide a thorough look at epilepsy with sections focusing on devices in epilepsy surgery
open loop systems closed loop systems and non stimulation topics in this issue include history and overview of stimulation for epilepsy trigeminal
nerve stimulation anterior thalamus dbs hippocampal stimulation neuropace rns seizure detection prediction algorithms cooling seizure prediction and
its applications stimulation paradigms and experimental stimulation

The Changing Face of Epilepsy Surgery: Contributions of Computational Neuroscience and Robotics
to the Field

2011-10-18

reflecting the approach used at the montreal neurological institute this book presents the surgical techniques applicable to intractable epilepsies

Epilepsy, An Issue of Neurosurgery Clinics - E-Book

2012-02-09

classification of epilepsy disorders epilepsy syndromes diagnostic tests in epilepsy medical treatment of epilepsy neuropsychological assessment in
epilepsy psychological and psychiatric disorders in epilepsy psychogenic nonepileptic seizures neuropsychological assessment in epilepsy surgery other
neuropsychological procedures in epilepsy surgery medical aspects of epilepsy surgery
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Techniques in Epilepsy Surgery

2010-03

the all new second edition of this landmark work details the past few years dramatic advances in diagnostic and surgical technology and offers more
definitive guidance on the complex decisions that must be made during preoperative evaluation surgery and postoperative follow up the leading
authorities from all of the world s major epilepsy surgery centers present the first and only published consensus statements on all crucial and
controversial aspects of epilepsy surgery from identification of candidates for surgery to noninvasive and invasive preoperative evaluation choice of
surgical procedure and techniques and postoperative psychosocial rehabilitation to ensure optimal utilization of epilepsy surgery the book offers
primary care physicians guidelines on whom to refer for surgery and when and recommends ways of improving the cost effectiveness of surgery

Neuropsychology of Epilepsy and Epilepsy Surgery

1993-01-01

this book provides a comprehensive and practical guide for the safe and efficient management of patients with intrinsic brain tumors and medically
intractable epilepsy it presents in an easily understandable way the preoperative evaluation of these patients starting from the clinical interpretation
of conventional anatomical mr imaging and analyses the clinical significance of newer mr based imaging techniques such as diffusion and perfusion imaging
it demonstrates with clarity the role of mr spectroscopy and fractional anisotropy and diffusion tensor imaging in the preoperative assessment of
these patients and how this data can be incorporated into the surgical planning this book is aimed at neurosurgeons neuroradiologists neurologists
and epileptologists and may also be of interest to neuropsychologists neurophysiologists radiation oncologists and medical physicists

Surgical Treatment of the Epilepsies

2018-10-03

epilepsy surgery is defined as any neurosurgical intervention whose pri mary objective is to relieve medically intractable epilepsy european fed eration of
neurological societies task force 2000 the aim of epilepsy surgery is to reduce the number and intensity of seizures minimise neuro logical morbidity and
antiepileptic drug aed toxicity and improve quality of life by definition epilepsy surgery does not include normal surgical treatment of intracranial
lesions where the primary goal is to di agnose and possibly remove the pathological target often an advancing tumour in these patients epileptic
seizures are only one symptom of the lesion and will be treated concomitantly as part of the procedure temporal lobe epilepsy tle is recognised as the
most common type of refractory focal epilepsy in one third of all cases the neuronal systems responsible for the seizures that characterise this form
of epilepsy fail to respond to currently available aeds andermann f 2002 new imaging methods especially magnetic resonance imaging mri identify
localising abnormalities in an increasing proportion of patients with intractable focal epilepsy consequently the accuracy of the preoperative
diagnostic pro cedures has been significantly improved during the last decade and suit able candidates for surgery can be selected more reliably
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currently the main resources in most epilepsy surgery centres have been used to evaluate candidates for tle surgery

Epilepsy Surgery and Intrinsic Brain Tumor Surgery

2013-10-03

the 4th advanced seminar in neurosurgical research was held on may 17th 18th 1989 in the abbey of praglia a xiith century benedictine monastery near
padua italy and was devoted to neurosurgical aspects of epilepsy the general aim of these advanced seminars is to bring together european
neurosurgeons interested or involved in research either clinically experimentally or both in a given field in order to achieve in depth informal discussions
not possible in the more conventional large congress in particular these advanced seminars seek to provide high level teaching by experienced basic
scientists to provide state of the art assessment of the subject and to highlight areas of controversy that might be suitable for future research a
special effort is made to identify younger neurosurgeons partly through the auspices of the european directory of neurosurgical research who have a
particular interest in the subject under discussion not all of whom will have immediate access to the most advanced modern technology surgical
treatment of epilepsy is an expanding area of endeavour and an expertise that remains underutilized in many countries the programme for this seminar was
designed to paint the broad background moving from basic membrane electrophysiology through to cost benefit analysis and rehabilitation the
perspectives of neu ropathology neurology neuroradiology nuclear medicine neuropsychology neurophysiology and the drug in dustry are all included

Advances and Technical Standards in Neurosurgery

2012-12-06

approximately 30 of patients with epilepsy have intractable seizures a portion of these patients can be cured with epilepsy surgery this book is intended
to help patients and families understand the process by which patients are selected for surgery and the types of surgery that are available to patients
the book list the investigations test procedures and other critical information for patients the book also helps prepare the patient for surgery and
how to recover from epilepsy surgery

Neurosurgical Aspects of Epilepsy

2024-01-28

the white guide of pediatric epilepsy surgery pre surgical evaluation in children semiology of epileptic seizures etiology surgical techniques palliative
surgery and following surgery
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Epilepsy Surgery: Paradigm Shifts, an Issue of Neurosurgery Clinics of North America: Volume 35-1

1993

this book describes the specific surgical techniques currently employed in patients with intractable epilepsy it also covers the relevant technical
aspects of general neurosurgery all of the approaches associated with the various foci of epilepsy within the cerebral hemispheres are considered
including temporal and frontal lobectomies and corticectomies parietal and occipital lobe resections corpus callosotomy hemispherectomy and
multiple subpial incisions in addition an individual chapter is devoted to electrocortical stimulation and functional localization of the so called
eloquent cortex the more general topics on which guidance is provided include bipolar coagulation with coverage of the physical principles strength of
the coagulating current use of coagulation forceps the advantages of correct irrigation and use of cottonoid patties and all of the measures
required during the performance of operations under local anesthesia the book is designed to meet the need for a practically oriented source of precise
information on the operative procedures employed in epilepsy patients and will be of special value for neurosurgical residents and fellows

Evaluation of epilepsy surgery in Norway 1949-1988

2016-12-19

serving as a reference on the epilepsies this fourth edition provides an overview of seizure disorders and contemporary treatment options it brings
together the vital work in the neurosciences genetics electroencephalography pediatric and adult neurology neuropharmacology neurosurgery and
psychiatry it also talks about epilepsy surgery

Epilepsy Surgery

2016

highly commended at the british medical association book awards 2016 the treatment of epilepsy fourth edition is a comprehensive reference and clinical
guide to the pharmacological medical and surgical options available in the treatment of epilepsy the text is compiled by a group of internationally
renowned editors and contributors and is now in full color and extensively illustrated the first two sections cover the background to and principles
of treatment in different clinical situations section three comprises a series of systematic reviews of contemporary drug therapy devoting one chapter
to each anti epileptic drug and covering all clinically relevant aspects section four focuses on the surgical options devoting individual chapters to
each of the modalities of presurgical assessment and to each surgical operation or approach this 4th edition is extensively revised incorporating the
many recent developments in therapy and comprises 81 chapters from world experts from 18 countries
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Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery

2014-12-05

epilepsy is a common neurological disease that can affect all ages although the majority of people with epilepsy can have excellent seizure control
with medication about 30 will fail anti epileptic drugs for those with medically intractable epilepsy recurrent seizures lead to elevated mortality and
injury risks and the seizures themselves are socially disabling fortunately for many people with intractable epilepsy epilepsy can be cured or seizures
better controlled with surgery localization of the seizure focus followed by surgical resection provide the best opportunities to cure epilepsy having
a better understanding of the neuro anatomy and physiology of epilepsy improves our ability to define the epileptic network and effectively treat
epilepsy minimal access surgical approaches result in more rapid recovery from surgery less pain and more satisfied patients for individuals without an
opportunity to cure their epilepsy new and emerging technologies can improve their quality of life by preventing injuries and reducing seizure frequency
and severity this special issue will highlight advances in the diagnosis and surgical treatment of epilepsy including imaging and electroencephalography
eeg approaches to defining the epileptic focus understanding the epileptic network and characterizing the anatomical substrate of epilepsy

Operative Techniques in Epilepsy

2006

reflecting the approach used at the montreal neurological institute this book presents the surgical techniques applicable to intractable epilepsies

The Treatment of Epilepsy

2009

Pediatric epilepsy surgery

2015-09-23

The Treatment of Epilepsy

2018
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Diagnosis and Surgical Treatment of Epilepsy

2014-05-14

Techniques in Epilepsy Surgery
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